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     Culture, is, in the words of E.B.Taylor, “that complex whole which includes knowledge, 

belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 

member of society.”1 Every culture transmits its own messages or meanings. These messages or 

meanings or symbols that originate through the socio-economic, political, philosophic grounds of 

that society. In the global world, societies no longer live in isolation. Each society has come into 

contact with the other societies and hence ‘multiculturalism’ has become inevitable. Indian 

society has always been multicultural even before the global era. This ‘multiculturalism’ has 

posed a menace for its unity at times when dominant culture, that is, the culture of those in power 

or affluence tried to subjugate the culture of those who weren’t.  

     ‘Multiculturalism’ merely acknowledges the need for tolerance of diverse cultures. 

‘Pluralism’, on the other hand, not only advocates tolerance but also aims to seek complete 

knowledge of the culture of ‘the other’ and is always open to a positive, constructive dialogue 

with ‘the other’ to that extent where the gap between ‘my’ and ‘the other’ becomes thin. 

“Pluralism is not diversity alone, but the energetic engagement with diversity. Diversity can and 

has meant the creation of religious ghettoes with little traffic between or among them. Today, 

religious diversity is a given, but pluralism is not a given; it is an achievement.  Pluralism is 

based on dialogue. The language of pluralism is that of dialogue and encounter, give and take, 

criticism and self-criticism. Dialogue means both speaking and listening, and that process reveals 

both common understandings and real differences. Dialogue does not mean everyone at the 

“table” will agree with one another. Pluralism involves the commitment to being at the table —

 with one’s commitments.”2 Mere diversity without real encounter and relationship will yield 

increasing tensions in our societies. ‘Pluralism’ reinforces relationships and replaces suspicions 
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and hatred with belief and love. In the recent wake, the State of Andhra Pradesh was divided due 

to extreme regionalism and one culture resisting to accommodate the other culture and deciding 

to part ways. ‘The Sons of the Soil’ theory seen in some states can also be a serious threat to 

‘Pluralism’ and the ‘Unity and Integrity’ of the nation. 

     In the midst of all these prejudice, it is quite relevant to critically acclaim Chetan Bhagat’s 

autobiographical (to a large extent) novel 2 States: The Story of My Marriage. Chetan is the 

youth icon and he wonderfully delineates the cultural tensions, the ever-present north-south 

divide, the animosities, abhorrence for each other’s customs, traditions, ways of life through the 

love story of a Punjabi boy Krish, an IITian and Management Post-graduate and his classmate 

Ananya, a beautiful, clever and sensitive Brahmin Tamilian girl. The tone of Chetan, however is 

not serious or somber but creates a laughter rampage by exposing the trivialities, clash of 

cultures and the cultural artifacts (food habits, dress, music, events, religious ceremonies etc.) 

which may be significant and specific to a particular culture but they go against the spirit of 

‘Indianness’ and they stand in the way of a serious issue like marriage. The novel is replete with 

several derogatory comments, condescending remarks made by several characters that go against 

‘Pluralism.’  The novel also presents the steadfastness of the two lovers in convincing the parents 

of either sides and get endorsement from them for the bliss of marriage. They, after several twists 

and turns, finally succeed in getting married. The nuances of the Punjabi and the Tamil cultures 

are wonderfully depicted. 

     Chetan says, “Love marriages around the world are simple: Boy loves girl. Girl loves boy. 

They get married. In India, there are a few more steps: Boy loves girl. Girl loves boy. Girl’s 

family has to love boy. Boy’s family has to love girl. Girl’s family has to love boy’s family. 

Boy’s family has to love girl’s family. Girl and boy still love each other. They get married.”          

It is a laudable thing that Chetan has dedicated his novel not to his own parents but to his in-laws 

who hail from South India and goes on to claim that this may be the first time in the history of 

books. It is also very significantly emphasized in the Acknowledgements, “I’d also like to tell all 

South Indians I love them…I have taken the liberty to have some fun with you just like I have 

with Punjabis-only because I see you as my own. You only make digs at people you care for.”  
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     The novel begins with a prologue in which Krish Malhotra has been referred to Dr.Neeta Iyer, 

a psychotherapist as he has a nervous breakdown. Krish is sullen down and begins to narrate his 

story. Krish meets Ananya Swaminathan –best girl in the fresher batch in the mess of IIM 

Ahmedabad having a row with the staff over the quality of sambhar offered. Krish shares his 

rasagulla with her and they become friends. They go to a restaurant and he is shocked to find the 

Tamil Brahmin Iyer girl ordering tandoori chicken and beer. Ananya unabashedly says, “I didn’t 

say Iam a practicing Tam Brahm. But you should know that Iam born into the purest of pure 

upper caste communities ever created.” (7) Krish at the very start strikes a chord of pluralism 

saying, “Iam a Punjabi, though I never lived in Punjab. I grew up in Delhi. And I have no idea 

about my caste, but we do eat chicken. And I can digest bad sambhar better than Tamil 

Brahmans.” (7) Ananya makes a deal with him to remain ‘just friends’. Krish offers to help her 

in studies when she feels so humiliated after her economics professor humiliates her over her 

inability to understand economics concept through the perspective of mathematical equations. 

     The combined study brings them closer. Krish sees the photographs of her family members – 

her father Mr.Swaminathan, an employee of Bank of Baroda, her mother Mrs.Radha 

Swaminathan, a home-maker and her studious younger brother Manjunath, whom Krish calls, 

‘an IIT embryo.’ They speak to their parents through STD booth on the campus and Ananya 

finds that Krish is closer to his mother than to his father. Krish begins to slowly get attracted to 

her and she also responds in affirmation to his advances. They both begin to live together. In 

their campus recruitment process, Ananya gets selected to HLL company for its marketing 

division and Krish to Citibank. As their employment prospects have been secured, they seriously 

plan to get married and choose the convocation ceremony as an occasion to make their respective 

families know each other. Krish’s father doesn’t attend as he demands an invitation from Krish 

who declines to offer.  

     Krish is apprehensive about getting his parents’ consent, “Because they are parents. From 

biscuits to brides, if there is anything their children really want, parents have a problem.” (39) He 

further adds, “They’d have a problem with anyone I choose. And you are South Indian, which 

doesn’t help at all….” (40) Krish is well aware of the biases that people of different cultures 
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nurture while Ananya slowly learns to become aware. Krish wants his mother to meet Ananya’s 

parents and be nice to them to which his mother sulks. When Ananya extends her arm to shake 

Krish’s mother’s hand, his mother remains shocked. He observes, “While Ananya touching her 

feet would be too much, I felt Ananya should have stuck to a Namaste. Anything modern doesn’t 

go down well with parents.” (45) Krish’s mother doesn’t like his becoming friend to a madras 

girl. She even says, “I have come to see you, not sit next to Madrasis….” (46) Even Ananya’s 

parents keep themselves reserved. After the end of the convocation ceremony, they decide to 

visit Sabarmati Ashram of Gandhiji. Krish makes a darting hint, “He stood for peace and 

national integration, may be that could inspire us all.” (47) 

     When Krish asks his mother to control herself a bit, she says, “Iam under control. These 

South Indians don’t know how to control their daughters. From Hema Malini to Sridevi, all of 

them trying to catch Punjabi men.” (48) This biased remark that generalizes beyond measure 

proves to be quite irksome in the crowd. In the Sabarmati ashram, even Ananya’s mother doesn’t 

trail in venting out predisposition about Punjabis in her Tinglish, “Intellectually, culturally zero. 

Something something crass uneducated something.” (51) When Ananya discloses that they love 

each other, Ananya’s mother flares up and takes her away along with them. In Act 2 entitled, 

Delhi, Krish is seen trying hard to convince his mother that Ananya is a smart, intelligent, good 

looking, good natured girl, but his mother is hard to change her attitude, “See, I told you. They 

trap you…They like North Indian men…North Indians are fairer…The Tamilians have a 

complex.” (56) His mother has plans to get Krish married to Dolly, a rich Punjabi girl and 

Pammi Aunty’s daughter. Krish is not inclined to but is emotionally forced to visit their house. 

     There is lavish display of wealth in his aunt’s house and he is soon made to take Dolly out for 

shopping where she says that she has heard from one of her relatives about his girl friend and 

enquires, “…She is very aggressive and clever and has you totally under her control. But South 

Indian girls are like that, no?” (65) When Krish asks her whether she knows any South Indian 

girls, Dolly negates. This shows that in India prejudices are contagious, they get formed just 

on ‘hearsay’ without using one’s rationality. Krish rejects Dolly and Dolly finds him too hi-fi 

for her. Even Shipra masi, the elder sister of Krish’s mother is biased and that is reflected in the 
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conversation, “Look at him, these black people have done their black magic….how can we 

marry Madrasis? Tomorrow your cousins will want to marry a Gujarati…” (69) When Krish 

retorts, “So What? Aren’t they all Indian? Can’t they be good human beings?” (69), she 

sarcastically remarks seeing Krish’s mother, “Your son is gone. Iam sorry, but this boy belongs 

to Jayalalitha now.” (69)  

     Krish gets posted to Chennai, his girl friend’s home city. He lands in Chennai and 

humorously talks about the tongue-twisting names of the places, the honour with which people 

hold ‘Thalaivar’. There is a communication gap between him and the auto-driver created by the 

lack of knowledge of Tamil over the auto fare and is ultimately saved by a Sardarji in Chennai. 

Krish comes to know that Ananya’s office is in Anna Salai. He meets his own boss BalaKrishnan 

who entrusts him the work of enchanting the customers to invest their money in the stocks of the 

internet companies. Krish goes to Ananya’s house and finds that her father and mother are quite 

stern in anything and everything, “The house had an eerie silence. A Punjabi house is never this 

silent even when people sleep at night.” (89) He finds his very first conversation with 

Mr.Swaminathan quite embarrassing,  

                   ‘Why do they send North Indians here?’ 

                   ‘I don’t know sir.’ 

                     ‘Useless buggers,’ he mumbled and buried himself in his newspaper again.’ (91) 

     Krish comes to know that Shobha aunty has brought a proposal for Ananya just like Shipra 

Masi had brought him one. It alarms him and he discusses it with Ananya. She asks him to 

become closer to her household by focusing on each one separately, to begin with her brother 

Manju by giving him tuitions for IIT and he agrees. Ananya wants that her parents should be 

there on her wedding and she doesn’t like to get eloped. The toughest part lies in convincing 

them to accept a Punjabi son-in-law. Krish provides an insight, “Yes, these stupid biases and 

discrimination are the reason our country is so screwed up. It’s Tamil first, Indian later. Punjabi 

first, Indian later. It has no end…. National anthem, national currency, national teams-still, we 

won’t marry our children outside our state. How can this intolerance be good for our country?...If 
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all young people marry outside their community, it is good for the country. That is the greater 

purpose.” (103) 

      Krish begins to give tuitions to Manju in the early hours and Ananya’s father once while 

dropping Krish to his office admonishes, “Don’t meet Ananya too much. We are simple people, 

we don’t say much. But don’t spoil her name in our community” (109) The animosity that is 

nurtured is not restricted to only the family members of Krish and Ananya. Infact, Anil Mathur, 

the MD of Citibank who comes to Chennai from Mumbai to preside over a review meeting rants 

at his Secretary for not helping him to get a business class, “What do you mean wait-listed for 

business class? I am not coming back like I did this morning sitting cramped with these 

Madrasis.” (117) Anil may be the boss but with all Tamilians around him, barring Krish does not 

feel the basic courtesy of not being derogatory. 

     Krish works very hard at bridging the gulf between him and Ananya’s family and he succeeds    

in elevating the status of Ananya’s father in the eyes of his bosses in Delhi by helping him 

prepare PPTs related to his bank work and motivating him to present them on his own. Even he 

ropes in Ananya’s mother by providing a chance to her to display her singing abilities in a 

concert where maestros like Hariharan and S.P.Balasubramaniam were present. After winning 

their hearts, Krish proposes not just to Ananya but to all of them requesting them to allow him to 

marry her. They concede. Krish takes Ananya to his house in Delhi to make her too win the 

hearts of not only his family members but his entire clan and he wants his cousin Minti’s 

wedding ceremony to act as a platform. There appears to be lot of complexes even regarding the 

complexion. When they find Ananya fair, they ask her suspecting, “You are so fair. Are you 

hundred percent South Indian? Kamala mami asked.” (201) 

     Ananya with all her bravery confronts these insults and with equal fervor solves a dowry-

related package problem when the groom’s parents budge back from fulfilling the marriage. It is 

then Kamala aunty appreciates, “Very wise girl, Kamala aunty gave Ananya a hug. Thank you, 

beta. You kept our izzat.” (216) Ananya goes back to Chennai and wants that the family 

members from both the sides understand each other. Krish plans a tour of Goa, unknowing that it 

would turn disastrous. Krish’s mother gives sarees as gift to Ananya’s mother but when she 

doesn’t get back anything, she makes a damaging remark, “Actually, Punjabis are quite large-
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hearted people. We like to live well. When we meet people, we give them nice gifts.” (223) She 

boasts about her son’s greatness and says that they could not have got a better son-in-law than 

him.  

     When Ananya’s parents counter that they got many qualified boys, Krish’s mother again 

passes slighting remarks, “Yeah, but they must be all dark boys. Were there any as fair as Krish? 

Looks-wise you cannot match Punjabis.” (226) She even accuses them for having trapped Krish. 

Deeply aggrieved, Ananya leaves to Chennai along with her parents and decides not to marry 

Krish. Both the parties refuse to apologize. Krish becomes neurotic. However, by a strange twist 

of incidents, the same father with whom Krish had strained relations in the past comes to rescue. 

Krish’s father goes all the way to Chennai and strikes a reconciliation. Even When Krish takes 

his Punjabi clan to Chennai in train, there are some illogical and unconnected generalizations 

that his aunts make, “ Is it true their Chief Minister is an ex-film heroine?” my mother’s cousin 

said. “Yes-ji, another aunt said, “these South Indian women are quite clever.” “God has given 

them a brain, nothing else,” came another loose comment.” (249)  

     Krish, as the train passes through different states from Delhi to Chennai, thinks, “These states 

make up our nation. These states also divide our nation…” (248) Finally, Krish takes all his 

Punjabi clan to Chennai and succeeds in winning the hand of Ananya. Ananya’s father gives his 

confessional speech after the wedding ceremony which actually is an emotional angle of what 

Pluralism is all about, “When your child decides to love a new person, you can either see it as a 

chance to hate some people – the person they choose and their families…However, you can also 

see it as a chance to love some more people. And since when did loving more people become a 

bad thing?...Yes, the Tamilian in me is a little disappointed. But the Indian in me is quite happy. 

After all, we’ve decided to use this opportunity to create more loved ones for ourselves.” (266)           

     The novel ends with Ananya giving birth to twin boys. Krish says that the babies belong 

neither to Punjab nor to Tamilnadu but to a state called ‘India’, thus hinting at the significance of 

solidarity and ‘Pluralism’. The grafting of both the cultures indicate that the entire Earth belongs 

to the same family, ‘Vasudhaika Kutumbakam’ and there is only one culture – the ‘human 

culture’ and only one race – the ‘human race’. Is it not then, the greater common good? Has the 

greater purpose not been served then? Is it not a way to achieve a Pluralistic society then? 
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